
Class: Art Explorations 

April 9, 2020



Thursday
● Learning Target: I can 

learn about 
complementary colors.  



Video: complementary colors
Click this video to learn about colors that complement 
each other. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pix5lBCmUjc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pix5lBCmUjc


Practice
Grab some 
markers, 
crayons, or 
colored pencils. 
You’ll need red, 
orange, yellow, 
green, blue, and 
purple.   



Practice
Grab some markers, 
crayons, or 
colored pencils. 
You’ll need red, 
orange, yellow, 
green, blue, and 
purple. Also grab 
a blank piece of 
paper if you have 
one. If not ruled, 
it’s still fine to 
use.  



Practice
Fold your paper 
in half either 
way. Open it 
back up and fold 
in half the 
other way. 

You should have 
4 equal parts 
like this 
picture. 



Practice You are going to draw monster in each of the 
squares. The video below is what we are going to be 
doing with the exception of watercolor paints. We 
will be using our markers, crayons or colored 
pencils.  

Start video at 1:35 and end at 2:44. These are just suggestions on 
monsters to draw. Feel free to create your own. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-rexNSB6uY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-rexNSB6uY


Practice Here are my complementary monsters. Now we will color each one 
only using complementary colors. 

Red and 
Green

Yellow 
and 
Purple

Blue and 
Orange

Color any 
way you 
want! 



Ta Da!!
Your color monsters 
should look something 
like this. For my 
monster that can be 
colored anyway I 
wanted, I chose to do 
warm colors for the 
monster and cool 
colors for the 
background...which we 
will learn about 
tomorrow! 



How to show us 
your 

creations... We’d
 lov

e to
 see

 

your
 wor

k!!!
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orgBE BOLD, BE SAFE, and 
TAKE CARE OF YOU! 

All the best, 
Ms. Bown


